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The B&M Sport Shifter automatic shifter gives the driver a choice. Left in "Drive", the vehicle is allowed to
shift like a normal automatic, but the driver can also choose to take control and get results similar to a
manual.
Amazon.com: B&M 80776 Sport Shifter Automatic Shifter
The B&M Truck/SUV MegaShifter automatic shifter gives the driver a choice. Left in "Drive", the vehicle is
allowed to shift like a normal automatic, but the driver can also choose to take control and get results similar
to a manual.
B&M 80680 MegaShifter Truck/SUV Automatic Shifter
In mythology, folklore and speculative fiction, shapeshifting is the ability of a being or creature to transform its
physical form or shape. This is usually achieved through an inherent ability of a mythological creature, divine
intervention or the use of magic. The idea of shapeshifting is present in the oldest forms of totemism and
shamanism, as well as the oldest extant literature and epic ...
Shapeshifting - Wikipedia
The Pi-Phase mk2 is an accurate reproduction of the original Mu-Tron Bi-Phase dual phase-shifter, but in a
more compact format much more suited to pedal-boards / live use.
Pi-Phase mk2 dual phase shifter (Mutron Biphase clone
Herbie the Love Bug is a fictional sentient anthropomorphic 1963 Volkswagen Beetle, a character that is
featured in several Walt Disney motion pictures starting with the 1968 feature film The Love Bug.He has a
mind of his own and is capable of driving himself, and is also a serious contender in auto racing competitions.
Throughout most of the franchise, Herbie is distinguished by red, white ...
Herbie - Wikipedia
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